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“Fish Stories” 
Rev. Ron Dunn           August 13, 2017 

I am thinking, this morning, about the correlation between fishing and faith.  The fact that I 
love to fish and am engaged in the pursuit of faith has, obviously, played into my interest in 
pursuing this subject—most recently at Ring Lake Ranch where my friend, Ed and I led a 
week long session on fly fishing and faith.  Fishing, I believe, provides us with an excellent 
metaphor with which to illustrate the dual nature of the life of faith.  On the one hand, it 
beautifully illustrates the nature of the God who seeks us, like a fisher seeking fish. 

As the mystic, Meister Eckhart long ago observed:  “God lies in wait for us with nothing 
so much as love, and love is like a fisherman’s hook; without it, God could never catch 
a fish, but once the hook is taken, the fisher is sure of the fish…So too, I speak of love; 
the one who is caught by it is held by the strongest of bonds.”  Indeed, to be “caught” by 
this love that God has for us is to experience the strongest of bonds, one that we would 
never wish to break. 

In summary, Eckhart suggests that “God is the Fisher whose lure is grace.  The initiation for 
the spiritual life comes from the God who seeks us out, the God who will not rest until we 
are found.  So many of the parables of Jesus, of course, illustrate the God who searches for 
us like the shepherd searches for the lost sheep, like the woman who searches for the lost 
coin and, like the father who awaits the return of the lost son.  Clearly, the initiative in this 
Divine-Human encounter belongs to the God who seeks us like a fisher seeks fish. 

On the other hand, the metaphor of fishing also illustrates the importance of our response 
to the initiative of God’s grace and what Eckhart refers to as the “hook” of God’s love.  
Unless we are willing to respond to God’s initiative of love, that initiative will amount to 
very little. 

The metaphor of fishing then, works both ways.  It illustrates the initiative of the God who 
seeks us and our response to that initiative.  In both cases, the desired goal is connection or 
communion with the other. 

In our lesson from Luke’s Gospel, this morning, we find evidence of the God who seeks us.  
It is, of course, a “fish story” that testifies to the overwhelming abundance of God’s grace.  
Peter and his fishing companions have been out all night fishing—without catching a single 
fish.  After using his boat as a floating teaching platform, Jesus then instructs Peter to “put 
out into deep water” where he will find fish.   

Not exactly inspired by the request, Peter, nevertheless, does as Jesus instructs.  Even 
though they haven’t caught a thing, he puts out into deep water and lets down the nets.  No 
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sooner has he done so than those once empty nets are filled to overflowing with an 
amazing catch of fish.  Indeed, there are so many fish that Peter has to call his buddies in 
other boats to come help haul in the catch.  Even so, there are so many fish filling their 
boats that they begin to sink. 

Luke tells us that Peter is so overwhelmed by the abundance of the catch, that he falls to his 
knees before Jesus and confesses his unworthiness:  “Go away from me, Lord, for I am a 
sinful man!”  It was a moment, for Peter, of Divine encounter—one in which he was filled 
with a sense of wonder, amazement and awe.  Never before had Peter witnessed such an 
outpouring of abundance and grace. 

 And in that net filled with flapping fish, there was an invitation—one that Jesus gave voice 
to when he said to Peter:  “Do not be afraid; from now on you will be catching people.”  
The response of Peter and the others to this invitation was immediate.  Luke tells us that 
they left everything and followed him. 

Now, I don’t know about you, but I find it somehow encouraging and somehow comforting 
to understand God in this light.  I am moved by the thought that the God that I know 
actually loves me enough to take the initiative by seeking a relationship with me—a 
relationship that is characterized by the generous abundance of a love that spares no 
expense, a grace that overwhelms completely. 

Have you ever known such a moment?  Have you ever experienced what Peter experienced 
as he fell on his knees in awe and wonder?  I hope that you have because that is a moment 
that you could never possibly forget—even if you tried.  It is the kind of moment that 
changes everything—including the rest of one’s life. God is a fisher whose lure is grace. 

In our second lesson, this one from the Gospel of John, we encounter what might be 
termed the “book end” piece to our first reading from Luke.  These two readings 
actually sandwich the gospel stories of Peter’s discipleship rather nicely.  This lesson, of 
course, takes place in the aftermath of the nightmare of Peter’s denial of Jesus, the trial and 
the crucifixion that followed.  It records what scholars refer to as a “post resurrection” 
encounter with the risen Christ. 

The story begins simply enough.  In the third verse of the 21st chapter of John, Peter 
announces to his fellow disciples (and former fishing buddies), “I am going fishing.”  That is, 
of course, one of my favorites verses in the Bible.  The others respond without hesitation:  
“We will go with you!”  And so it is that they set out on another fishing expedition—just like 
the good ol’ days!  And just like some of those good ol’ days, they spend the entire night 
fishing and not catching a thing. 

There is, of course, a familiar similarity in this passage and the one that we find in Luke’s 
Gospel—the one in which Peter is called to follow Jesus.  In John’s account, however, Jesus 
appears as a stranger on the shore and invites them to cast their nets to the right side of the 
boat.  As in the case of our earlier lesson, the results are the same.  The nets which had been 
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empty all night are now filled to overflowing with fish—so many that they were not able to 
haul the nets all the way in. 

At this point in the narrative, one of the other disciples recognizes the risen Christ on the shore 
and calls out, “It is the Lord.”  When Peter hears this, he does not hesitate.  He promptly dives 
into the sea and swims to shore—far ahead of the slow and heavily weighed down fishing 
boats.  Peter could not wait to be reunited with the one he loved, but had also denied.  There 
was unfinished business between them.  So it is that Peter, in his choice to swim to shore, takes 
the initiative to be reunited and restored in his relationship with Jesus.   

It was after a breakfast meal of bread and fish that Jesus and Peter finally had their long 
awaited conversation.  On three occasions, Jesus asks Peter if his loves him and on three 
occasions, Peter assures Jesus that he does love him.  On each of these occasions, Jesus then 
commissions Peter to feed and tend his lambs and his sheep.  When we remember that it was 
Peter who had denied that he even knew Jesus on three occasions, this threefold series of 
questions and commissions was, in its own unique way, an act of grace and forgiveness. 

The story then comes to and end with Jesus, once again, inviting Peter to follow him—even 
as he had done three years earlier on the same shore on the great Lake of Galilee. 

These book-end fish stories serve to remind us then, that the essence of the spiritual 
life involves both the initiative of the God who love us and seeks us as a fisher seeks 
fish and our own response to that love, our own response to the lure of God’s grace.    
This fishing metaphor, like most any metaphor, will lose its meaning and 
effectiveness if taken too far.  Yet, in its very basic form it serves to remind us that 
the spiritual life is one that reflects the fundamental longing for connection that is 
shared by the Divine and the Human. 

I conclude, appropriately enough, with another fish story, one that is taken from the novel by 
David James Duncan entitled, “The River Why.”  This is a story about a young man by the name of 
Gus Orviston, growing up along the rivers of western Oregon.  Coming from a fishing family, he is 
determined to make a name for himself as the consummate fisher—one of legendary status. 

Yet, as Gus grows into young adulthood, he begins to realize that there is more to life than 
merely catching and keeping trophy trout and salmon.  He begins to ask the deeper 
questions about the mystery of life and faith and what it means to live responsibly as a 
citizen of this world.  In time, he meets a friend who shares his theological perspective that 
what is missing in Gus’ life has something to do with God.  Although not entirely convinced, 
Gus begins to explore his own hunger for the holy and what it would mean to discover the 
Holy Tug of God’s presence. 

The story reaches its climax in a scene in which Gus’ girlfriend Eddy instructs him to hook 
up a rod with a 3lb. test leader and a hook baited with fresh roe.  She then proceeds to hook 
a giant Chinook—one whose weight could easily top 40 pounds.  Quietly, she hands the rod 
to Gus, kisses him and lets him know that she will return the next day.  
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So it is that Gus pursues the great fish on its spawning run upriver.  With the light leader, he 
cannot afford to put too much stress on the line and so wades and splashes through the 
currents and pools to the river, trying to keep pace with the salmon.  Finally, the salmon 
comes to a resting place in a small pool.  We pick up the narrative at this point. 

 I began to wade toward her.  She saw me, yet made no move.  Inch by inch, I crept 
toward her, hardly stirring the water, feeling my legs had turned to water, making no 
sound.  When I was exactly a rod length away, I laid my rod down on the river and took 
the line in my hands.  I waded on until the hooked salmon hovered at my knees.  I was 
too tired for dumb amazement, but her tameness and the throb of her hovering stirred 
me like music heard in sleep.  Moving nothing but my fingers, I drew in the line.  When 
it came taught, my fish tensed, but stayed where she was.  I waited for the pink and blue 
bands of the moon’s rainbow to sink past the tip of the tallest fir, then again I drew in 
line:  I pulled it toward me in increments, praying that she wouldn’t fear.  Still she 
stayed.  Then slowly, so slowly, I leaned down toward her; my fingers touched the 
water; she saw them crease the river surface but still, she held. 
 
I bent lower—trying to enter the river with the imperceptible motion of sinking 
moons or suns.  I kept my hands together as I inched in the line; the water numbed 
them, yet more than ever, they pulsed with strange certainty, pulsed in obedience 
secret law.  My arms sank silently; my sleeves filled with water; I felt the blood knot; 
I began to inch in the invisible leader...    
 
I drew in line till only inches separated my hand from her.  I held the line with my 
right hand, but with my left, I reached still lower.  Now my hair touched the water, 
my beard, my face.  I drew a long breath and bent still lower… 
 
My face entered the river; I felt my ears fill; the water poured in at the neck of my 
coat and ran freezing down my chest.  I opened my eyes:  she was blurred to me now, 
but still my salmon hadn’t moved.  I slipped my numbed left hand down.  I touched 
her moonlit silver side—and still she held, unmoving.  I rested my cold hand upon 
her gleaming side.  She suffered my touch and stayed. 
 
My breath ran out.  I had to draw away.  Water poured from me to the river, and still 
my salmon stayed.  So at last, with the slightest tug, I let the line be broken at the 
blood knot.  Bearing the hook, trailing the wisp of unseen leader, the chinook eased 
slowly away.  I wiped the water from my face.  I lifted the pole off the face of the 
water.  I walked toward the River Road and home. 
 
I found myself on a rise about seven miles upstream from my cabin.  The road was 
empty.  I walked a long way, watching the moon expand and redden and sink.  For a 
while as I walked, I tried to think about what had happened, but I was too tired, too 
wet and cold.   
 
The sky began to grow light in the east behind me.  I just walked and watched.  Mist 
clung to the river as sunlight crept over the Coast Range.  The road was white with 
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frost: it shone like a strip of moon surface in the early light, running from east to 
west like the horizontal bar of a cross.  The entire valley hovered, still, before me.  
Somewhere a raven called…And then I felt it—a sharp pain in the heart, like a hook 
being set.  I whirled around: sunlight struck me full in the face.  My eyes closed. 
 
And then I saw it—the vertical bar—a line so subtle it must be made of nothing 
nameable.  And it ran from my heart of earth and blood, through my head, to the sky; 
ran like a beam of watery light; ran from the changing flowing forms of the world to 
realm that light alone could enter.  But my pain grew sharper:  mad with joy, I sank to 
my knees on the white road, and I felt the hand, resting like sunlight on my head.  
And I knew that the line of light led not to a realm but to a Being, and that the light 
and the hook were his, and that they were made of love alone. 
 
My heart was pierced.  I began to weep.  I felt the ancient one drawing me toward 
him, coaxing me out of this autumn landscape, beckoning me on toward undying joy. 
The hand was lifted.  The nameless presence faded, and the light around me blended 
with the sunlight I knew.  But in my heart, the wound stayed, and the good hurt.  I 
rose from the road, brushed off my knees, wiped my eyes, and drew breath.  Then I 
walked—though I knew that from this point on the road, and from this point in my 
soul, there was no escape, and nowhere to go.”   (The River Why / David James Duncan / Pages381-383) 
 
Now, you might say that this is just a fish story, but it is a fish story, I believe, that 
illustrates the nature of the spiritual life.  In Gus’ quest to simply touch the silver side of the 
great fish, we can see our own quest to touch the holy, to respond to the presence of God 
who first loved us.   And it is precisely in those moments of close encounter that we often 
find ourselves overwhelmed by the immensity, beauty and power of that presence.   For it 
is, after all, in those moments of grace, that we encounter the love that we long for, the love 
that changes everything.        
 
Amen. 


